It has been an ongoing, decades-long debate about how SAT solvers and in general different or new algorithms should be evaluated and compared both in competitions and more importantly in papers. Evaluations are usually performed on existing benchmarks. Cross-validation and other means to avoid over-fitting are rarely used. In this paper we revisit the old idea of scrambling benchmarks also used in early competitions. Scrambling has the goal to make results of such evaluations more robust. We present a new method for scrambling CNFs, which allows to gradually increase the effect of scrambling, from keeping the scrambled CNF close to the original CNF, to complete random permutation of variables, clauses, and phases of literals. We used this method to scramble benchmarks from the last two SAT competitions and solved them with the best solvers in the main track of the last SAT competition. As expected our experimental results suggest that scrambling has a substantial effect on the performance of individual solvers but surprisingly has little effect on rankings among solvers. As a consequence we argue that only using our method of scrambling is not enough to increase robustness of competitions and evaluations in general.
Introduction
In the SAT 2003 Competition complete random permutation of variables and clauses was used, and random flipping of literals too. This randomization of instances was also called "shuffling". In the analysis of the competition it was observed [3] that such scrambling might result in totally different run-times of the same solver on the original and the scrambled instance (called the lisa syndrome in [3] ). Triggered by this observation the SAT 2004 Competition report [4] includes experiments of running solvers in the "industrial" track on original as well as on two scrambled versions for each instance. Solvers performed worse on scrambled benchmarks.
A possible explanation might be that solvers simply use the given variable order for picking the first decisions, usually implicitly by the way how the binary heap acting as decision queue is initialized. Since this order often encodes some structural property of the original problem, one often gets "good" initial decisions this way, which in the end improves performance.
It was also claimed that better performing solvers are less robust with respect to scrambling. Thus scrambling became questionable to measure performance of SAT solvers on industrial benchmarks and as a consequence was abandoned. However, SAT solvers have become substantially more robust since 2003. It is therefore expected that the impact of scrambling on the performance on current state-of-the-art solvers is less profound.
One crucial change since 2005 has been the use of bounded variable elimination [7] . Actually, eliminating variables somewhat scrambles the formula, but this technique has been highly effective and easily overcomes its negative effects. Another robustness enhancement has been the use of phase-saving combined with rapid restarts [15] (2007). Early CDCL solvers used negative branching, i.e., assigning decision variables always to false [8] . This was more or less an heuristic choice based on how problems are generally encoded. Negative branching is much more effective compared to assigning a random truth value to decision variables. Scrambling instances would turn the former into the latter, while it has almost no influence on phase-saving.
Another motivation is that scrambling demonstrates the upper bound on how much a solver is expected to gain form adding noise. Quite some papers present a technique and claim that it improves performance based one solving a handful of instances more after adding the new technique. This is argued to be progress as the difference in solved formulas between the top solvers during the competition is also only a handful of instances. We will show that this reasoning is problematic: for all top solvers it is possible to increase the number of solved instances by simply scrambling them with the same strategy and the same seed. As a consequence, papers should be able to show that adding a new technique outperforms various scrambling strategies. Our scrambling tool can be used to strengthen the claim that a certain technique is effective.
Scrambling has also been proposed as a method to avoid cheating by just hashing instances to their status. We are not aware of any attempt in this direction. The requirement to provide witnesses and now even proofs makes cheating by hashing extremely difficult, especially for unsatisfiable formulas. Yet to some degree such hashing might happen unintentionally: Solver parameters are optimized to solve as many existing benchmarks as possible, which in turn may result in storing good decisions for known formulas. Scrambling could counter this effect.
Understanding the effects of completely random "shuffling" was the motivation for [13] which reports similar results as [4] but also attempts a more precise statistical analysis. Already in [?] it was also observed that "shuffling" (so complete random scrambling) was less harmful to solver performance than expected and occasionally even lead to more solved instances. We are going to apply scrambling to the current state-of-the-art, purely from an experimental perspective, apply current much longer time outs and also propose and experiment with variants of scrambling which have a tunable randomization effect.
Scrambling
First of all, it is important to note, that we are working with the DIMACS format, where literals are represented as integers. Consider the following CNFs over two variables in DIMACS format which all have exactly one solution (first three "v -1 -2 0" and last one "v -1 2 0"): c only  c only  c clauses reversed  c variables  c clauses  c first literal flipped  c original  c swapped  c reversed  c variables swapped  p cnf 2 3  p cnf 2 3  p cnf 2 3  p cnf 2 
These examples introduce all the forms of scrambling we consider in this paper:
(i) permuting variables, (ii) permuting clauses, and (iii) flipping literals.
Note that we do not permute literal positions within clauses at this point. There are also other more sophisticated forms of scrambling, like removing or adding clauses or even variables and in general of course any kind of transformations, even though probably only satisfiability preserving transformations are interesting. The reason for restricting our discussion to permuting and flipping is because this model has already been used in earlier competitions and that even for this simple form of scrambling the empirical effect is considered unclear, particularly with respect to how scrambling would effect competition results for state-of-the-art solvers.
0.01 Variables and clauses were always permuted in a complete random way in earlier work on "shuffling" CNFs. Similarly literals were flipped with 50% probability. It was also argued that this random process would destroy the structure of the CNF and thus make the formula (unnecessarily) harder. Thus as a starting point of the work reported in this paper we were searching for a tunable way of randomizing CNFs, with the property that the amount of randomization can be specified explicitly. The hope was that such "light" randomization would avoid over-tuning effects without destroying the structure too much, i.e., keeping solving time of scrambled instances close to solving time of the original formula.
Our scrambling process 1 works the same for both variables and clauses. Each variable and clause is just abstracted away to the position where it occurs in the input. Assume we want to scramble either n variables or n clauses and we are also given w ∈ R with 0 ≤ w, called the relative move window size. Let S = 0, . . . , n − 1 be the sequence of the first n natural numbers. We need another sequence of (in principle) real numbers d 0 , . . . , d n−1 ∈ [0, 1), i.e., 0 ≤ d i < 1, for i ∈ S. These are for instance generated by a random number generator such as drand48, which further can be assumed to be parameterized by a initial random seed (through srand48). The result will be a permutation of π : S → S which for all 0 ≤ i, j < n satisfies
To compute this permutation we sort S with respect to i + w · n · d i . Applied to n variables the relative move window w determines the number w · n of variables a variable at position i can "overtake" in the new order (π(0), π(1), . . .). The effect of varying w is shown in Fig. 1 . We obtain a completely random permutation if we only require π(i) < π(j) whenever d i < d j .
Pseudo-code for this scrambling procedure can be found in Fig. 2 . It is applied to the number n of variables as first parameter and returns a table representing a permutation of the variable indices 0, . . . , n − 1. Note that the DIMACS format requires to shift the start of the sequence by one. The same idea is used to permute the input clauses.
If the third parameter "bool permute" is true then the target position "pos" is set to a random number d with 0 ≤ d < 1 and thus sorting w.r.t. this target positions gives a complete random permutation (called "shuffling" in earlier work). Otherwise the second parameter "double w" determines the amount of scrambling. If it is zero then the result is the identity function. As larger it gets as closer the result is to a completely randomly picked permutation. If it is for instance 0.01 then variables are respositioned randomly within a window of 1% of all variables. The plots in Fig. 1 show this effect in the first four plots where permute is false. The last plot shows a random permutation where permute is true. They were generated from 
Experiments
In our experiments we focus on the top 17 best performing solvers in the main track of the SAT 2017 Competition [2] out of 29 ranked configurations. We then selected for each group of submitters the best performing solver (configuration) and ended up with 7 solvers listed in Table 1 . This selection is the same for both type of scores considered ("par2" and "solved"). Table 1 also contains the mapping of the abbreviated names used in this paper to those longer and more cumbersome names used in the competition. The solver names are (for these solvers) the same as the name of the zip file of the source code available from the SAT 2017 Competition webpage which also matches the directory names if unzipped. The solvers are ranked by performance. As it turns out, both considered scores "par2" and "solved" give the same ranking in our experiments. In earlier SAT competitions solvers were ranked by the "solved" score, which is the number of solved instances within in a time limit T (in recent competition set to 5000 seconds). The "par2" score is well known from the literature too and has been used in the SAT 2017 Competition to put more emphasis on speed. It is computed as the sum of the running times a solver took to solve all instances in the given benchmark set (for instance 350 benchmarks from the main track of the SAT 2017 Competition). However, each unsolved instance contributes two times the time limit (2 · T ), thus essentially assuming that in these unsolved cases the solver would have solved the instance in (exactly) twice the time limit.
In our experiments we used the same time limit of 5000 seconds but slightly different compute nodes than in the SAT 2017 Competition. Each dual socket compute node in our cluster had two Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPUs running at 2.10GHz with turbo-mode disabled, while the STAREXEC nodes used in the competition had Intel Xeon E5-2609 CPUs running at 2.40GHz. We were running 16 jobs (solver benchmark pairs) in parallel on each node limiting main memory per job to 7 GB (using the "runlim" tool). Note, that our compute nodes have 128 GB shared main memory each and 16 · 7 GB = 112 < 128 GB. In our experience this setup only leads to minor performance differences between repeated experiments. The SAT 2017 Competition used a much higher memory limit 24 GB though. However, in our experiments with the SAT 2017 Competition benchmarks only the best performing solver "maplelcm" reached that limit and also for at most two benchmarks ("T106.2.0" and "T50.2.0"). These cases were of course treated as unsolved instances. Table 2 compares our results of running the selected solvers on the original unscrambled benchmarks on our hardware versus the published 2 competition results. Our cluster is slightly slower, but rankings are the same for the selected solvers.
We used the same source code and build scripts as submitted to the competition. As required to enter the main track the default for all these solvers is to produce DRAT [9] proofs, which is also not easy to disable. Thus we kept proof generation enabled but modified provided execution scripts to write proofs to "/dev/null", which accordingly were also not checked.
The different forms of scrambling used in the experiments are explained in Tab. 3. Those marked with an asterisk " * " correspond to the most interesting variants (original "orig", shuffled "bf50", light "a001"), which we also marked in the plots below by vertical lines. The 4 th row gives the actual command line options used for our tool scranfilize. Beside completely randomly permuting we also allow to reverse the order of variables and clauses (not shown in the pseudo-code of Fig. 2 ). Empty entries in the table correspond to zero and thus disable the corresponding feature. It might be important to note that literals are flipped individually with the given probabiliy. Thus f100 replaces all literals by their negation (flipping all), while f050 Table 3 : Different forms of scrambling used in the experiments (empty entries 0).
flips a literal with 50% probabiliy, which is the most random way of flipping literals (as in pf50, qf50, bf50, a100 and of course f050). The code of our tool scranfilize as well as experimental data can be found at http://fmv.jku.at/scranfilize. Figures 3-6 and related tables 4-5 show the effect of scrambling the benchmarks of the main track of the SAT 2017 Competition on the performance of SAT solvers. The solver "maplelcm" clearly dominates the competition, both on the "par2" score and the number of instances, as well as on satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances-regardless of the scrambling strategy. Thus we used the number of instances solved by "maplelcm" to order the scrambling strategies on the x-axis. This ordering gives a monotonic decrease of the line for "maplelcm" in Fig. 4 , but for consistency is also applied to Figures 3-6 .
Also, the ranking of solvers is quite robust for all scrambling strategies as shown in Table 4 . However, the relative performance on satisfiable vs. unsatisfiable instances can differ substantially. For example, "cadical" ranks on average second on unsatisfiable instances, but fifth on satisfiable ones. See also the cactus plots in Fig. 7-8 , which allow to compare the least robust ("cadical") vs. most robust solver ("comspspulsar") for the benchmarks in the main track of the SAT 2017 Competition w.r.t. solved instances, i.e., column "solved σ" in Tab. 5.
Scrambling the instances of the 2017 suite typically reduces solver performance. Yet some strategies actually improve performance. For example, strategy c010 results in equal or better performance of all solvers compared to orig. Notice that "glucose41" even solves 10 additional .00 0.00 7 7.00 0.00 7 7.00 0.00 7 6.90 0.31 Table 4 : Original (o) and average (µ) ranking with standard deviation (σ) on benchmarks from the main track of the SAT 2017 Competition.
instances with strategy c010. Many papers that present a new SAT solving technique claim that solving 10 additional instances demonstrates that the technique is useful in practice. Our experiments show that the technique may only cause an effect that is similar to scrambling and thus is not better than adding noise. In order to strengthen a claim that a technique is useful, we propose to include additional evidence that the technique outperforms scrambling. For example, one can run the solver without the technique several times using strategy c010 with different random seeds and show that the solver with the new technique is always stronger. After analyzing the results on SAT 2017 Competition benchmarks, we were curious whether these findings apply to the SAT 2016 Competition [?, ?] benchmarks too. This is particularly interesting since solvers from 2017 can be considered to have been "trained" on these benchmarks. The remaining figures and tables provide results for SAT 2016 Competition benchmarks Table 5 : Original (o) and average (µ) scores with standard deviation (σ) on benchmarks from the main track of the SAT 2017 Competition.
using the same solvers. Since results for the main track of the SAT 2016 Competition were separated into "application" and "crafted" instances (in contrast to the SAT 2017 Competition) we have also split figures and tables accordingly but do not include separate plots for "satisfiable" and "unsatisfiable" instances due to space reasons. Instead of the official number of 300 benchmarks(see also [?]), we used only 299 instances in the application track, not considering "sncf model ixl bmc depth 14", since first during the competition a truncated syntactivally incorrect DIMACS file was used for this benchmark and accordingly all solvers aborted during parsing, and second benchmarks from this family anyhow remained unsolved for all other BMC depths 7,8,9,10,11,12,15 during the competition. For the crafted track we used all 200 instances. The scrambling strategies on the x-axis of these plots are ordered with respect to the best solver on the original instances in these tracks, which is "cadical" for the application trackTable 6 : Original (o) and average (µ) ranking with standard deviation (σ) on benchmarks from the application track of the SAT 2016 Competition.
and "gluvc" for the crafted track. While in the crafted track "gluvc" clearly dominates as did "maplelcm" on the 2017 instances, the winner in the application track would vary depending on which scoring scheme and which scrambling strategy is applied, i.e., "maplelcm" would have won for "par2" scores with "c010" scrambling. The conclusion is that the same effects on performance can be observed for the SAT 2016 Competition benchmarks as for the SAT 2017 Competition benchmarks, except that for crafted instances scrambling has less influence.
Altogether we were running 7 solvers on 20 variants of 849 = 350 + 299 + 200 benchmarks, which in total amounts to 16980 benchmarks and thus 118860 = 7 · 16980 individual runs, each with a time limit of 5000 seconds. This would take slightly less than 19 years of total CPU time if all runs would need to use the full time limit. vrev  f001  v001  f010  c001  arev  a100  pf50  qf50  v100  a001  c010  bf50  f050  a010  f100  v010  orig 
Conclusion
We presented a range of scrambling techniques based on permuting variables and clauses, and flipping literals in order to determine the robustness of state-of-the-art SAT solvers. We observed that most scrambling strategies reduce performance of SAT solvers, but were surprised to see that some strategies actually improve performance. Researchers that claim that a new technique is useful should take this point into consideration. We also noticed that solvers are more robust on the SAT 2017 Competition benchmark suite than on the suite of SAT 2016 Competition. This could be a coincidence, but could also be explained as follows: most (possibly all) solvers have been optimized using the 2016 suite as part of the training set in contrast to the 2017 suite. As a consequence, solvers may be overfitted on the existing benchmarks.
As future work we want to explore more sophisticated ways of scrambling and compare external scrambling to internal scrambling within the solver through for instance randomizing the initial phase or the initial variable order, as well as using random decisions. Note, that our analysis of the source code and runs of the 7 considered solvers indicates than none of them used any kind of such randomization (was switched off by default). Only "maplelcm" should be considered non-deterministic since it switches to a different solving strategy after 2500 seconds.
Scrambling is only one technique that can be helpful to improve the quality of solver (or in general algorithm) evaluations. Based on our results we expect that the presented form of scrambling is mostly useful to enhance the evaluation in papers as they only use existing benchmarks. The quality of the results of SAT competitions is expected to gain more from a sophisticated selection of benchmarks than scrambling them. However, some of our light-weight scrambling strategies appear not harmful and may thus result in modest improvements.
Although the paper focusses on the use of scrambling to evaluate solver performance, there are other applications we want to explore. For example, we want to apply scrambling in the context of random sampling of satisfying assignments. Current uniform random sampling techniques are expensive, while the scrambling techniques discussed in this paper have only modest impact on performance. We want to understand whether there exist scrambling techniques that result in (near) uniform sampling. Another application is randomizing proofs of unsatisfiability via scrambling, which could be useful to randomize search for unsatisfiable cores.
